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Reversible ferroelectric domain (FD) manipulation with a high spatial resolution is critical for memory
storage devices based on thin film ferroelectric materials. FD can be manipulated using techniques that
apply heat, mechanical stress, or electric bias. However, these techniques have some drawbacks. Here we
propose to use an electron beam with an omnidirectional electric field as a tool for erasable stable
ferroelectric nanodomain manipulation. Our results suggest that local accumulation of charges contributes
to the local electric field that determines domain configurations.
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Ferroelectrics, including typical ferroelectrics and
improper ferroelectrics, result from the displacement of
ions that leads to spontaneous polarization [1] with the
internal electric field pointing towards a specific direction
in materials. A region with the same polarization direction
is called a ferroelectric domain (FD). With their electrically
switchable nature of polarization [2,3], ferroelectric materials [4–6] are important for various types of electronic
applications [7–9]. The interest in these materials comes
from not only their unique intrinsic piezoelectric and
pyroelectric properties, but also the ability of precise
manipulation and control of their FDs to the micro- [10]
or even nanoscale [11]. Although increasing temperature
[12,13] and applying strain [14] both introduce additional
energy that could lead to atomic redistribution, it is difficult
to use the two methods for precise FD manipulation.
Applying an external electric field [15–19] is the easiest
way to manipulate FDs at the ambient temperature. This
can be achieved using scanning probe microscopes, including the atomic force microscope [20], piezoforce microscope [21], and scanning nonlinear dielectric microscope
(SNDM) [19], that work in the contact mode. For example,
SNDM has been used to manipulate FDs with a spatial
resolution of ∼10 nm [22]. However, the contact-mode
leads to serious abrasion of the probe tip and the ferroelectric materials [19]. The problem can be overcome by
introducing an electric field using a noncontact mode. The
scanning electron microscope (SEM), as a noncontact
mode microscope, has been used for the manipulation of
FDs. In SEM, electrons are trapped on the sample surface,
forming a vertical electric field that changes the local
polarization. However, this method usually has a poor
patterning resolution [23] due to the nonuniform electron
charges through the sample thickness. Yet, the use of SEM
0031-9007=16=117(2)=027601(5)

to manipulate FDs provides a way of using an electron
beam (e beam) for domain patterning.
Here we demonstrate experimentally that an e beam from
the transmission electron microscope (TEM) can be used to
precisely and reversibly control ferroelectric nanodomain
(FND) morphology without contacting the material. An e
beam has been widely used for imaging and for local
materials heating [24]. However, its capability of generating a controllable local omnidirectional electric field has
not been explored. Compared with the existing domain
manipulation techniques, TEM presents an ultrahigh spatial
resolution of smaller than ∼0.2 nm and local nanoscale
charges that generate an electric field along all directions,
which potentially allows nanoscale domain writing.
The hexagonal yttrium manganite (YMnO3 ) used in this
experiment is improper ferroelectric with corner-sharing
MnO5 trigonal bipyramids tilted periodically [25]. The
displacement of Y ions along the c axis or the h0001i
direction occurs below its Curie temperature of ∼1300 K
[26], leading to the loss of crystal centrosymmetry. The
periodic tilting of MnO5 bipyramids enlarges the unit cell
by 3 times and leads to the so-called trimerization transition
[1], forming three types of antiphase domains α, β, and γ.
By mutually interlocking with positive and negative FDs,
six distinctive domains αþ, γ−, βþ, α−, γþ, and β− are
alternatively allocated and form a vortexlike domain pattern
[1]. Coupling between the trimerization and the displacement effect, YMnO3 consists of only 180° FDs with the
opposite electric polarization direction along the c axis,
making it an ideal material for this study.
E-beam irradiation and TEM observation were carried
out using a JEOL 3000F microscope operated at 300 kV.
The dose rate for the e beam was ∼0.07 A=cm2 , which is at
a low current density level that would not cause detectable
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FIG. 1. (a) A dark-field TEM image and its corresponding
diffraction pattern. The area that was later subjected to local
e-beam illumination was extracted from the green box. The blue
circle indicates the exact e-beam illumination area. The polarization of the white contrast domain (β−) is schematically drawn
by red arrows. (b) After e-beam illumination, a newly formed βþ
domain with dark contrast is seen and its corresponding polarization is shown at the bottom.

sample damage even after long-time (hundreds seconds)
e-beam illumination [27]. Before the irradiation, the e
beam was spread to a large size to prevent major charge
accumulation in the observed area. The e beam was then
focused on a small area with the required dimension and the
illumination time was counted. Once the designed time was
reached, the e beam was immediately spread for image
acquisition, followed by shutting down the e beam for
10 min to ensure there is enough time for charge evacuation
from the sample. This process was repeated until the
maximum designed time was reached.
Figure 1 shows the evolution of a single domain under the
e beam in TEM and schematic diagrams that explain the
evolution. Figure 1(a) shows a typical dark-field TEM image
of a vortexlike domain pattern viewed along a h11̄00i
direction and imaged using the 0002̄ diffraction spot (circled
in the corresponding diffraction pattern). Diffraction contrast
images of domains with positive and negative 180° polarization appear with dark and bright contrast, respectively,
under kinematical diffraction conditions [28]. However, the
contrast does not differentiate α, β, and γ domains with the
same polarization direction. Six distinctive domains
(αþ, βþ, γþ in dark contrast while α−, β−, γ− in bright
contrast) are seen in Fig. 1(a). The area indicated by a blue
circle with a radius of ∼60 nm in the β− domain was then
exposed to an e beam. Figure 1(b) presents an image of the
area marked by the green rectangle in Fig. 1(a) after e-beam
illumination. A hat-shaped area at the lower part of the blue
circle was converted to dark contrast, indicating the redirection of polarization in the area, i.e., the transformation
from β− to βþ. The redirection occurred because the
component of the external electric field along the z axis,
Ez , in the hat-shaped area was equal to or larger than the
coercive field Ec of the material, and was along the direction
opposite to the original polarization.
Figure 2(a) shows another vortexlike domain structure
imaged using the 0002̄ diffraction spot. After e-beam illumination with a radius of ∼100 nm as shown in Fig. 2(b), the α þ
domain changed its morphology from the original protrusion
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FIG. 2. (a) A dark-field TEM image using the 0002̄ diffraction
spot. (b) Domain configurations after exposing to the e beam. The
blue circle indicates the e-beam illumination area. Red and green
dashed lines represent the domain boundaries before and after the
illumination, respectively. (c) Domain configurations after shifting the e beam to a new position. Green and purple dashed lines
represent the domain boundaries before and after the illumination, respectively.

shape (red-dashed lines) to a concave shape (green dash lines)
through the shrinkage of the αþ domain at the lower part of
the blue circle and the slight expansion of the αþ domain at the
upper part of the blue circle, indicating that the areas at the
upper part and the lower part around the e-beam illuminated
zone evolved in opposite ways. Note that the area with domain
switching at the lower part around the e-beam illuminated area
is larger than that around the upper part of the e-beam
illuminated area in Fig. 2(b). This is determined by the
original domain morphology and the position of the e beam.
Interestingly, the expanded β− and γ− domains did not merge
but were separated by a thin antiphase domain wall with dark
contrast. An antiphase domain wall provides a defective area
avoiding two neighboring domains from merging into one
domain and this minimizes the total system energy [29,30].
The moving of antiphase domain walls in this experiment is
strong evidence of mutual interlocking [1] of ferroelectric and
antiphase domains in YMnO3 .
Interestingly, a domain that was exposed to one end of
the e beam would return to its original structure if exposed
to the opposite end of the e beam, subsequently. This was
seen by moving the e beam downward, as shown in
Fig. 2(c). The previous expanded β− and γ− domains
(green dashed lines) shown in Fig. 2(b) were then exposed to
the upper part of the e beam and this resulted in shrinkage of
the β− and γ− domains and the recovery of the αþ domain
area (purple dashed lines) to close to its original shape in this
area. This result indicates that domain writing using the e
beam is erasable. At the same time, the α domain that was
exposed to the lower part of the e beam was also expanded,
which is similar to the expansion of the β− and γ− domains
shown in Fig. 2(b). Note that the e-beam induced domain
morphology was stable and remained the same after one
month. This stable switching is because of the creation
and/or motion of ferroelectric and antiphase domain walls,
which provides additional internal energy to resist the
relaxation for nanoscale domain recovery.
To explain these phenomena, a theoretical model was
built. Figure 3(a) shows a schematic of an e beam
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FIG. 3. (a) A schematic showing the omnidirectional electric
field (E) induced by e-beam illumination in a thin film specimen.
The blue circle indicates the e beam illuminated area and the letter
“C” represents charges. (b)–(c) TEM (left) and HAADF-STEM
(right) images showing polarization before and after e-beam
irradiation. (d) Schematic drawings of electric fields generated
by negative and positive charges. (e) A theoretical model for the
electric field magnitude distribution. The areas where domain
switching would occur are indicated with yellow shadow bounded
by red and green boundary lines in (d) and (e).

illuminating the blue circular area of a thin dielectric film in
vacuum. While most of the electrons in the e beam will
transmit through the sample, a small amount of charges will
be trapped in the thin film through mechanisms that will be
discussed below, and the amount of the charges will
increase with time before an equilibrium is reached [31].
Both the transmitting electrons and trapped charges contribute to a locally generated omnidirectional electric field.
In the following discussion, a situation is considered in
which a ferroelectric material consists of only 180° FDs and
the polarization directions are defined as parallel to the z
axis. Under these circumstances, a domain structure will be
redirected only if the component of the external electric
field along the z axis [see Fig. 3(a)] is larger than the
coercive field of the material and along the opposite
direction of the original polarization [1]. The external
electric field components along all other directions
perpendicular to the z axis have no effect on redirecting
the polarization direction. Therefore, only Ez is considered below.
Theoretically, the z-axis component of the electric field
(Ez ) at any position (r, θ) can be expressed using the
following equations [see the Supplemental Material (SI) S1
and S2 [32] for detailed derivation of the equations):
Eðr; θÞz ¼ Ez1 þ Ez2 ;

ð1Þ

where Ez1 and Ez2 are the electric field induced by the
continuously passing electrons and trapped charges,
respectively.
Theoretical calculation (see SI S2.1 [32]) on the
magnitude of the time-independent electric field from
continuously passing electrons show that Ez1 ¼ 2.43 ×
10−7 kV=cm for r ¼ 100 nm, which is 8 orders smaller
than the coercive field of 40 kV=cm for YMnO3 [1] and,
therefore, is negligible. The electric field contributed by the
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trapped charges is therefore the major factor for the domain
reorientation.
When an e beam interacts with oxide thin film specimens, there may be a few interaction effects including
electron accumulation in the illuminated area [31,36,37],
and secondary electron emission [38], and introduction of
oxygen vacancies [39]. While electron accumulation leads
to negative charges in the e-beam illuminated area, the
latter two cases introduce positive charges. Therefore, it is
important to identify the sign of total trapped charges in the
e-beam illuminated area. Figure 3(b) shows a TEM image
of a domain with bright contrast taken from a h21̄ 1̄ 0i zone
axis. A high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission
electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) image taken from
the green-square area indicates that the polarization in the
domain is down poled (Pdown ). Four red dots are marked in
Fig. 3(b), which indicate the positions of yttrium ions and
these positions are used to identify the polarization direction [17,40]. Figure 3(c) shows the result after e-beam
irradiation at the blue-circled area. Domain switching
occurred in the upper part of the irradiation area. The
HAADF-STEM image in Fig. 3(c) taken at the domain
boundary confirms that the polarization in the dark contrast
area is up poled (Pup ), while the polarization in the bright
contrast area remains the same.
Effects of electric fields generated by negative and positive
charges on domain switching are illustrated in Fig. 3(d).
Negative charges result in the electric field directions pointing
towards the center of the irradiation area. In this case, the
polarization in the lower part of the irradiation area will be
reversed. Positive charges lead to the electric field directions
pointing outwards, causing domain switching in the upper part
of the irradiation area. The experimental results fit the latter
case, indicating that the total trapped charges are positive due
to the secondary electron emissions and oxygen vacancies
introduced by the e beam [41].
Because assuming uniform charge distribution in the
e-beam illuminated area leads to infinite electric field at the
edge of the e-beam illuminated area due to the sudden drop
of the electrostatic potential at the edge, charges should be
distributed in a nonuniform way (but still with the axial
symmetry) in the e-beam illuminated area. However, the
assumption of uniform distribution of charges within the
e-beam illuminated area can be used to estimate the amount
of charges required for domain switching. The calculated
value of charge density needed for domain switching is
∼1.4 × 10−3 qe =nm2 (see SI S2.2 in the Supplemental
Material [32]). Gatel et al. reported that e-beam illumination on insulated oxide MgO nanocubes leads to a positive
charge density of 8.6 × 10−3 qe =nm2 [38], which is 5 times
higher than the value of 1.4 × 10−3 qe =nm2 . The total
positive charge density in YMnO3 would be similar to that
in MgO because it led to domain switching. The experimental results that provide the exact information on the
switched domain area can be used for data fitting to get the
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value of Ez2 in Eq. (1) as a function of position and e-beam
illumination time (see SI S2.3.1 [32]).
Based on the experimental results, the two areas in which
Ez2 ≥ Ec , where Ec is the value of the coercive field, in a
ferroelectric material is schematically drawn and covered
with yellow shadow in Fig. 3(e). Ez2 in the top and bottom
yellow-shadowed areas points to the opposite directions
and therefore has opposite effects in redirecting the
polarization direction. These are the two areas where the
local polarization can be redirected if the local polarization
direction is antiparallel to the Ez2 , which explain the
phenomena shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
As the value of the charges, which determines the size of
the areas with Ez2 ≥ Ec , is a function of time, the size of a
manipulated domain area can be controlled by the e-beam
illumination duration. A series of focused e-beam illumination experiments with the illumination duration set
at 10, 30, 50, 100, 200, and 600 s was carried out
[Figs. 4(a)–4(g)]. Figure 4(a) shows the initial morphology
of a domain (αþ) structure before focused e-beam illumination. After focused e-beam illumination for 10 s, the
morphology remained unchanged [Fig. 4(b)], which indicated the maximum value of Ez2 at 10 s is smaller than the
coercive field of 40 kV=cm. At 30 s [Fig. 4(c)], a nanoscale
α domain nucleated at the upper part of the e-beam
illuminated area, as bounded by the hatlike red-dashed
lines, indicating that the Ez2 in the α area is larger than the
coercive field of 40 kV=cm. Further increasing the e-beam
illumination time led to further expansion of the α domain
but the expansion rate diminished gradually, as confirmed
by the TEM images at 50, 100, 200, and 600 s in Figs. 4(d)
to 4(g). Figure 4(h) illustrates the experimental Ez2 − r
curves (dots) for e-beam illumination durations of 30, 50,
100, 200, and 600 s. Their shapes matched well with the
calculated Ez2 − r curves (solid lines) using equations (s16)
when the illumination volume is kept constant, although
there were small deviations between different experiments.

FIG. 4. (a)–(g) A series of dark-field images showing the
domain evolution under e-beam illumination at t ¼ 0, 10, 30,
50, 100, 200, and 600 s, respectively. Blue circles represent the
illumination area. The red-dashed curve includes the experimental converted α- domain area. (h) Experimental Ez versus r plots
at different illumination times and the corresponding fitting
curves using Eq. (2). The inset shows the fitting curve to the
experimental Ez as a function of time.

After achieving the Ez2 − r curves at different e-beam
illumination durations, the contribution of trapped charges
to Ez2 as a function of time for any position was achieved as
shown in the inset image in Fig. 4(h). Therefore, under the
same illumination volume, the Ez2 at any position (r, θ) can
be expressed using the following equations:

8

>
5t
>
< ð5tþ100Þ
0<r≤R
ð93.5ðRr Þ − 34.9ðRr Þ2 Þ cos θ;
:
Ez2 ¼ 

>
5t
r
r 2
>
Þ
−
75.5ð
Þ
Þ
cos
θ;
R
<
r
<
∞
ð−23
þ
155.7ð
: ð5tþ100Þ
R
R

Using these equations, the calculated maximum electric
field generated at 10 s at Fig. 4(b) was 20 kV=cm, which is
smaller than the coercive field. Therefore, no domain
reorientation occurred at t ¼ 10 s.
By taking advantage of this controllable, erasable, and
highly precise positioning technique, domain patterning
with high spatial resolution is achievable. Figure 5(a)
demonstrates dark-field TEM images of 4 randomly
selected original domain areas. With an e beam having a
radius of 100 nm, letters U, S, Y, and D, which is the
abbreviation of the University of Sydney, were written in
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ð2Þ

the 4 areas, respectively [Fig. 5(b)]. Note that some thin
white or black straight lines are found passing through the
patterns. These lines are antiphase domain walls. To avoid
antiphase domain boundaries affecting the pattern quality,
poled YMnO3 samples or other ferroelectric materials with
large single domain areas can be used.
In conclusion, we demonstrate erasable stable FND
manipulation in thin film ferroelectric materials using an
e beam. Experimental results and theoretical analysis
indicate that the accumulation of positive charges in the
thin film plays the key role in generating an electric field for
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FIG. 5. (a) Initial domain configurations in four areas before
e-beam illumination. (b) Letters U, S, Y, and D were written on
the areas in (a) via e-beam illumination.

FND switching. This method requires no prepoling, no
electrode, and no physical contact with a tip or any other
manipulator and, therefore, would be ideal for manufacturing miniature and integrated electronic devices. Our
results also indicate that caution is needed in electron
microscopy investigation of FD structures to avoid any
artificial effect caused by e-beam illumination [40].
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